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We study the impurity ee t on the super ondu ting d-wave state a ounting for the momentum-dependent impurity potential. We dis uss the
impurity-indu ed riti al temperature suppression, lo al density of states
in the vi inity of a single impurity, and the density of states in a super ondu tor with a spatial impurity distribution.
PACS numbers: 74.20.z, 74.62. , 74.62.Dh, 74.72.h
1. Introdu tion

Impurities provide a useful tool in probing the symmetry of un onventional super ondu ting states [1-5℄. The most dire t probe of a simple defe t impa t on super ondu tivity is provided by the s anning tunneling miros opy (STM) measurement of the position-dependent quasiparti le density of states. The STM images of Zn and Ni substitutions at the planar Cu
sites in Bi2 Sr2CaCu2 O8+Æ reveal a distin t four-fold symmetry of the lo al
density of states (LDOS) [1, 2℄ predi ted for the d-wave super ondu tor response to disorder [3, 4℄. In addition to providing detailed information on
the super ondu ting state, this kind of experiment may shed light on the
nature of the quasiparti le s attering enters. Although the main feature of
the four-fold symmetry of the tunneling urrents is aptured by the model of
isotropi impurity s attering, the observed spatial dependen e of the quasiparti le density of states is far more omplex, and may originate from a non
trivial stru ture of the impurity potential. The issue of anisotropy of the
impurity potential has been evoked in the dis ussion of the disorder-indu ed
suppression of the riti al temperature in the uprates [6-8℄. It has been
shown that the low impurity pair-breaking ee t in these ompounds an be
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understood within a s enario of a momentum-dependent (anisotropi ) impurity s attering in the d-wave super ondu tor [11-14℄. In the present paper
we ompare the ee t of the anisotropi impurity potential on the riti al
temperature, quasiparti le density of states and lo al density of states in the
vi inity of a single impurity, and on lude to what extend the momentumdependen e of the s attering potential is responsible for the disorder phenomena observed in the uprates. We onsider the momentum-dependent

impurity potential [11-15℄ v k; k0 = vi + va f (k) f k0 , where vi , va are
isotropi and anisotropi s attering amplitudes, respe tively, f (k) is the
anisotropy fun tion that vanishes after integration over the Fermi surfa e.
We study the ee t of anisotropy by referring to isotropi impurity potential
v0 that determines the s attering strength in both isotropi and anisotropi
s attering hannels: vi = v0 , va = (1
) v0; where 0   1 is a partition parameter. S attering is isotropi for = 1 and purely anisotropi
for = 0. For the analysis of dierent s attering limits we introdu e a
onvenient parameter = 1= (N0 v0 ), where N0 is the density of states per
spin at the Fermi level in the normal state. In the al ulations we assume
a two-dimensional super ondu tivity. We dis uss the impurity ee t on the
super ondu ting
p state determined by the order parameter (k) = p0e (k),
where e (k) = 2 os 2 and the amplitude of (k) is dened as  = 20 .
2. Criti al temperature

p
p

Potential determined by f (k) = 2 kx2 ky2 = 2 os 2 whi h is in
phase with the d-wave super ondu ting order parameter leads to a parti ularly moderate suppression of the riti al temperature [10℄. A signi antly
lowered pair-breaking for the in phase s attering is apparent for a model
potential given by f (k) = 1. In the Born limit the riti al temperature is
determined by [11, 14, 15℄
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and for the resonant impurity s attering we have [10℄
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where T 0 is the riti al temperature of a pure system,
is the impurity on entration. A straightforward analysis of Eqs. (1) and
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(2) shows that T is maximal for the in phase s attering. It has been shown
that s attering being lose to the in phase s attering reprodu es the observed
initial T suppression in the uprates [13, 14℄.
3. Lo al density of states

The position-dependent hange of the quasiparti le density of states
around a single impurity is determined by the real spa e transform of the
1 Im fÆG11 (r; !)g.
retarded Green's fun tion G^ and reads ÆN (r; !) =

The single impurity approximation means that the impurity-indu ed selfenergy is not determined self- onsistently, i.e., the t-matrix equation is
solved with the Green's fun tion of a pure system. We have evaluated the

= 0 032

Fig. 1. LDOS-map at the resonan e frequen y !
:
around the impurity
lo ated at (0,0) in the ab plane of the d-wave super ondu tor for isotropi impurity
potential. The density of states is given in the units of the FS two-spin density
of states N
and varies from the lowest (bla k) to the highest (white) value
a ording to the s ale next to the map. The distan e is measured in kF 1 units.

(0)

LDOS for equal impurity s attering strength in isotropi and anisotropi
hannel = 0:5 and for = 0:05 that simulates resonant s attering. The
oheren e length has been set to 0 = 12kF 1 and the paraboli ele tron
energy band haspbeen assumed. The out of phase impurity potential dened by f (k) = 2sin2 leads to exa tly the same LDOS on the impurity
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= 0 032

Fig. 2. LDOS-map at the resonan e frequen y !
:
around the impurity
lo ated at (0,0) in the ab plane of the d-wave super ondu tor for the out of phase
impurity potential (f k
). Units as in Fig. 1.

( ) = p2sin 2

as the isotropi s attering. It gives rise to a bound state at the energy
! = 0:032. The spatial distribution of the quasiparti le states diers,
however, from the one around the isotropi impurity (Figs. 1 and 2). We
have also he ked that the in phase impurity potential does not generate the
impurity-bound state ex ept for a low anisotropy ontent, that is,  0:9
or for a high anisotropy, i.e.,  0:1.
4. Density of states

We perform a fully self- onsistent t-matrix evaluation of the self-energy
for the d-wave super ondu tor with a uniform impurity distribution assuming a onstant parti le-hole symmetri density of states in the normal state.
The quasiparti le density of states in the super ondu ting state DOS =
1 X ImG11 (k; !) is shown in Fig. 3 for several s attering regimes: Born



k

( = 10=), intermediate ( = 1=) and unitary ( = 0:001=). We note,
that ompared to isotropi s attering the in phase (f  os 2) impurity
potential redu es the density of states, for the intermediate s attering it
an hange the low-energy dependen e of the density of states and for the
unitary s attering does not generate the impurity band. The out of phase
potential (f  sin2) ee t on the d-wave super ondu ting state resembles
the one of the isotropi impurity but has a slightly stronger pair-breaking
ee t seen in a larger density of states.
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Fig. 3. The density of states for weak (Born) impurity s attering
= and
impurity on entration n
a.u.: (a) isotropi potential, (b) anisotropi po, ( ) anisotropi potential f k
; intermetential f k
diate impurity s attering
= and impurity on entration n
a.u.: (d)
isotropi potential, (e) anisotropi potential f k
, (f) anisotropi potential f k
; resonant impurity s attering
: = and impurity on entration n
: a.u.: (g) isotropi potential, (h) anisotropi potential
f k
, (i) anisotropi potential f k
. The potential partition parameter
:.
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5. Con lusion

The s enario of anisotropi impurity s attering reprodu es experimentally determined suppression of the riti al temperature in uprates for the
impurity potential in phase with the order parameter, that is, f (k)  os 2.
Su h an impurity potential, however, leads to a low density of states in the
d-wave super ondu tor and does not generate the impurity-bound state observed in the STM images of the uprates ex ept for a low (  0:9) and a
high anisotropy (  0:1) of the s attering potential.
The work was supported in part by Polish State Committee for S ienti
Resear h (KBN) grant No. 5 P03B 058 20.
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